A Proposed Framework for Detecting and Predicting Diseases through Business Intelligence Applications
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ABSTRACT

The Demand for healthcare IT and its analytics increases in the last few years. To improve quality of care (e.g., ensuring that patients receive the correct medication) which will help to improve the efficiency of clinical quality and safety, operations.

The Nature of the medical field is rich with information where there’s a variety and abundance of data but untapped in a correct and effective manner to get the right knowledge. and therefore, the most serious challenge facing this area is the quality of service provided which means to make the diagnose in a proper manner at a timely manner and provide appropriate medications to patients because Poor diagnosing can lead to serious consequences which are unacceptable. And because there is a lack of effective analysis tools to discover hidden relationships and trends in data, so Health information technology has emerged as a new technology in health care sector in a short period by utilizing Business Intelligence ‘BI’ which is a data-driven Decision Support System. Which was developed from 1990s to now, and gradually become one of the most important information systems applied in any sector. BI enables to deal with huge amount of data and extract useful knowledge to support decision making. Data mining ‘DM’ is a kind of data processing technology which can be regarded as a part of the BI system, but it can be also considered as an independent and integrated technology which can treat mass data and extract hidden relationships from it.

This introduction highlights the main importance of how to apply the business intelligence applications using data mining techniques to help medical professionals in healthcare sector rapidly diagnosing and predicting diseases of any patients not only this but also detecting the disease complications on the patient which will decrease the overall cost of expenditure that the country paid, briefly this is the central research idea which address the motivation for doing this research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The introduction is divided into several sessions that address the basic concepts and define the main key terms in the research which are the Business Intelligence ‘BI’, Data Mining ‘DM’ and Electronic Health Record ‘EHR’.

Business Intelligence and Data mining techniques plays a major role in the medical field and the health care sector by utilizing the Patient Electronic Health Record because the Business intelligence is a broad category of methodologies, technologies, and applications for collecting, storing, analyzing, and providing access to data to help users make better and faster decisions. it also include the activities of decision support systems, query and reporting, online analytical processing ‘OLAP’, statistical analysis, forecasting, and data and text mining.

First; Business intelligence solutions are used in many industries to gain insight from different data sources to make more informed decisions towards main goal of achieving efficiency and effectiveness. And is presented as a mechanism to ensure a robust and systematic approach to healthcare management with a goal of enduring impact on quality improvement and cost control. [2]

BI tools are technology that enables the efficiency of business operation by providing an increased
value to the enterprise information and hence the way this information is utilized. [19]

The basic characteristic has been described for BI tool for its ability to collect data from heterogeneous source, to possess advance analytical methods, and the ability to support multiusers demands. [24]

BI is composed of Extraction, Transformation and Loading ‘ETL’ system, data warehouse, database query and reporting system, online analytical processing system, data mining and data visualization system. [25] In this process, data are extracted from heterogeneous data sources, integrated and moved to data warehouse. Then, database query and reporting system, OLAP and data mining will run based on the data warehouse. After data is being analyzed, the results will be presented by visualization system.

Finally, these results will be used by organizations to support their decision making.

In our research the data will be extracted from the electronic health record as a source of patient medical record and health status and moved to the Data warehouse repositories then the Data mining play its role in finding patterns & hidden relationships, finally the results presented through the business intelligence visualization system

The Main Components of Business Intelligence

The following are the major components that constitute BI. First On-line analytical processing ‘OLAP’; It refers to the way in which business users can slice and dice their way through data using sophisticated tools that allow for the navigation of dimensions such as time or hierarchies. It provides multidimensional, summarized views of business data and is used for reporting, analysis, modeling and planning for optimizing the business. [23] OLAP techniques and tools can be used to work with data warehouses or data marts designed for sophisticated enterprise intelligence systems. These systems process queries required to discover trends and analyze critical factors.

Second; Data Warehouse ‘DW’; is the significant component of business intelligence and It is subject oriented, integrated. used to support the physical propagation of data by handling numerous enterprise records for integration, cleansing, aggregation and query tasks. It can also contain the operational data which can be defined as an updateable set of integrated data used for enterprise wide tactical decision-making of a subject area. It contains live data, not snapshots, and retains minimal history. Data sources can be operational databases, historical data, external data or information from the already existing data warehouse environment. The data sources can be relational databases or any other data structure that supports the line of business applications. They also can reside on many different platforms and can contain structured information, such as tables or spreadsheets, or unstructured information, such as plaintext files or pictures and other multimedia information.

Third; Data Mining ‘DM’ and Knowledge Discovery ‘KDD’; Is the notion of finding useful patterns in data has been given a variety of names, including data mining, knowledge extraction, information discovery, information harvesting, data archaeology, and data pattern processing. The term data mining has mostly been used by statisticians, data analysts, and the management information systems communities. [6]

It has also gained popularity in the database field. The phrase knowledge discovery in databases was coined at the first’ KDD’ workshop in 1989 to emphasize that knowledge is the product of a data-driven discovery. KDD refers to the overall process of discovering useful knowledge from data, and data mining refers to a step in this process. Data mining is the application of specific algorithms for extracting patterns from data. The distinction between the KDD process and the data-mining step within the process is That there’s additional steps in the KDD process, such as data preparation, data selection, data cleaning. Data mining is used to describe knowledge in databases and it is a process of extracting and identifying useful information and subsequent knowledge from databases using statistical, mathematical, artificial intelligence and machine learning technique. Data mining technologies are used to discover the hidden information from the varying data sets. And it’s broadly used in various real-life business applications like health care, Medicine, banking, Insurance, Fraud detection, Product retailing, Security systems etc. [12]

Data mining is a tool of business intelligence for knowledge discovery. The predictive power of data mining comes from concepts of machine learning, pattern recognition, and statistics and it automatically extracts concepts to determine interrelations and patterns of interest from large databases.

Data mining involves some complex data analysis tools to discover the previously unknown valid patterns and relationships in large data sets. The tools can be mathematical algorithms, statistical methods, learning algorithms etc.
Traditional data mining process as shown in Figure 2 compiles many previous ideas [25]

In our research the Data mining takes the data from repositories in which the data are represented in a form of EHR using the tools (DM tools such as Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis ‘WEKA’, Konstanz Information Miner ‘KNIME’, Rapid Miner, Orange, ...etc.) to utilize the techniques (DM techniques such as classification, clustering and association rule) to get the desired after making analysis.

Data mining Techniques; the tasks of data mining can be modeled as either Predictive or Descriptive in nature. First the Predictive model; makes a prediction about values of data using known results found from different data while the Descriptive model identifies patterns or relationships in data unlike the predictive model. The Predictive model data mining tasks include classification, prediction, regression and time series analysis. Classification is probably the best classic understood technique for the prediction of all data mining tasks based on machine learning. Where it classifies each item in set of data into one or more predefined set classes or groups classification methods make use of mathematical techniques such as

- Decision trees; is an algorithm that specifically used for decision analysis to help in reaching a specific goal and it’s mainly act as a decision support tool like a model of decisions and their possible consequence
- Linear programming; is an algorithm used to achieve the best outcome and it’s considered as a special case of mathematical optimization programming.
- Neural network; an algorithm which presented as a system of interconnected neurons which exchange messages between each other For example: given all records of patients who are infected with specific disease and predict who will probably infect with specific disease. Three common characteristics of classification tasks are; 1. Learning is supervised 2. The dependent variable is categorical 3. The model built can assign new data to one of a set of well-defined classes. [15]

For example, given classes of patients that corresponds to medical treatment responses; the form of treatment to which a new patient is most likely to respond to is identified. Unlike a classification model, the purpose of Prediction model is to determine the future outcome rather than current behavior. Its output can be categorical or numeric value.

It includes the creation of models to predict target, or dependent variable from the set of explained or independent variables. Classification is the process of finding a function that allows the classification of data in one of several classes. Second the Descriptive model; serves to explore the properties of the data examined, not to predict new properties and includes methods such as Clustering, Summarizations, Association Rules, and Sequence analysis. Descriptive data mining is normally used to generate frequency, cross tabulation and correlation. Descriptive method can be defined to discover interesting regularities in the data, to uncover patterns and find interesting subgroups in the bulk of data. From the descriptive models are the Clustering technique which is the best used for finding groups of items that are similar. The goal is to group similar objects in the same cluster and different ones in the different clusters. Process of grouping determines groups of data that are similar, but different than other data. In this process variables are identified by which the best grouping is being realized. For example: Make clusters for patients who have the same symptoms or take the same treatments [3], so it will be easy to predict the probable disease. Also, the Association Rules is another descriptive model which indicates patterns discovered based on relationships between items in the same transaction association rule also called “Relation Techniques” It’s a popular technique for market basket analysis because all possible combinations of potentially interesting product groupings can be explored. Association rule determine patterns, or associations, between elements in data sets, and are represented in the form of rules, or implications and We use it to identify patient’s related diseases. The investigation of relationships between items over a period is also often referred to as Sequence Analysis.

Data mining technology can generate new business opportunities by providing these capabilities:
Automated prediction of trends and behaviors; Data mining automates the process of finding predictive information in large databases. Questions that traditionally required extensive hands-on analysis can now be answered directly from the data quickly. A typical example of a predictive problem is targeted diagnosing. Data mining uses data on past EHR of patients to forecast the most likely diseases could infect them and identify the populations/patients likely to respond to a given disease.

Automated discovery of previously unknown patterns; Data mining tools sweep through databases and identify previously hidden patterns in one step. An example of pattern discovery is the analysis of patient’s historical medical records to identify the unrelated diagnosis that are often come together and the unrelated
treatments/medicines that are taken together and identifying anomalous data that could represent data entry keying errors. Business Intelligence and Data Mining could be applied on various applications and from it the clinical datasets;[16,18] to improve the quality and safety of healthcare delivery. We need to deploy Electronic Health Records ‘EHR’ with a corresponding need to apply data mining technologies to extract quality data and inference rules from the information stored in those electronic records to provide real-time decision supports to clinicians and healthcare providers. Most clinical datasets are not structured and applying BI technologies ensure quality data extractions and analysis. Clinical datasets provide an excellent environment in which combined analyses of both structured and unstructured datasets can prove fruitful and useful.

Applying BI technologies on clinical datasets has many benefits in improving the quality and safety of healthcare delivery. Where BI enables organizations to deal with huge amounts of data and extract useful knowledge to support decision making.[1,3] So, the Electronic health record ‘EHR’; According to the Health Information Management Systems Society’s (HIMSS) definition of EHRs; “The Electronic Health Record is a longitudinal electronic record of patient health information generated by one or more encounters in any care delivery setting. Included in this information are patient demographics, progress notes, problems, medications, vital signs, past medical history, immunizations, laboratory data, and radiology reports. The EHR automates and streamlines the clinician’s workflow. The EHR has the ability to generate a complete record of a clinical patient encounter, as well as supporting other care-related activities directly or indirectly via interface including evidence-based decision support, quality management, and outcomes reporting.” (Electronic Health Record, n.d.) The electronic health record has been discussed since the 1970’s and recommended by the Institute of Medicine in 1991 and it’s represented as an electronic repository of all patient medical information includes patient’s health status and health care. The EHR Could be considered the center piece of Medical Informatics with its potential to improve patient safety, productivity and data retrieval. Although the current adoption rate is low, EHR will likely become the focal point of all patient encounters. Multiple resources that are currently standalone programs will be incorporated into the EHR. It is anticipated that EHR use will eventually be shown to improve patient outcomes like morbidity and mortality as a result of decision support tools that decrease medication errors and standardize care with embedded clinical guidelines with improved quality clinicians will be paid more through pay for performance programs. It is also important to realize that one of the outcomes of EHRs will be the production of voluminous healthcare data.

As pointed out by Steve Balmer, the CEO of Microsoft, there will be an “Explosion of Data” as a result of automating and digitizing multiple medical processes. Adding new technologies such as electronic prescribing and regional health information organizations will produce data that heretofore has not been available. [11]

The system stored in a way that can be accessible from any location by any provider care about patient’s health, so it referred to a computer-based patient record system. [14]

The components of EHR can be: patient demographics, medical history, examination and progress reports of health and illnesses, medicine and allergy lists, scheduling, retrieval, and archiving of laboratory tests, graphic image display, medication ordering including patient safety functions, clinical practice guidelines, appointment scheduling and claims and payment processing.

The Electronic Medical Record ‘EMR’ systems help to improve the quality level of patient care and decrease medical errors. It also may help in: integrated decision support and guidance, security, privacy, and confidentiality standards for clinical terminology, integrating the patient record with other information resources in the organization and financial benefits [7]

Business Intelligence has emerged as a technology that has the potential to operationalize the repository content of EHR in supporting evidence-based practice and improving the quality of healthcare delivery, incorporating the BI technology into EHR is to improve the quality and safety of healthcare delivery. [4] With an increasing need to deploy Electronic Health Record and Electronic Medical Record, there is also a corresponding need to apply data mining technologies to extract quality data and inference rules from the information stored in those electronic records so as to provide real-time decision supports and evidence-based practice to clinicians and healthcare providers.

II. RESEARCH MAIN QUESTIONS
This research will be guided by a main research question, which is Formulated as follows:
How could we utilize Business Intelligence via Data Mining Techniques to detect and predict disease?

If we assume that we’re focusing on diabetes disease and its complications specially the kidney failure disease and how the dialysis costs a lot of money as it treated on the states charge, so in order to answer the main question, a number of sub questions arise such as these questions are:

1. How could be predict and detect a kind of disease through Patient EHR?
2. What are the appropriate Data Mining technique could be used to enhance the Business intelligence for predicting and detecting the kind of the disease?

3. What’s the suitable framework could be used to visualize the finding indicators through the BI?

The answer of this research sub questions will address the main research objectives and also provide an answer for the general research question, In the first sub-question, we identify how we could utilize the patient electronic health record which based on the patient medical history data in an efficient way in order to get hidden information that could help in detecting and predicting any disease. The second research sub question addresses that there’s a lot of data mining techniques which could be used for the detection and prediction, and we should select the appropriate one which will return an accurate result at the right time, so it could help to enhance the business intelligence applications. The third sub-question focus on how the framework could help the detection and the prediction results could be visualized in an effective way through the Business intelligence applications.

III. CASE STUDY

The motivation of addressing the research problem comes from that Diabetes is one of the major health problems in Egypt where According to DR. Hesham elHefnawy “The Dean of the National Institute of Diabetes” people who are suffering from the diabetes in Egypt are more than 7 million patients and it expected to increase exponentially in the upcoming years so we need to make an early detection for this disease. Diabetes not only affect the patients, but it also leads to losses in the state budgets because of the costs resulting from diagnosing and treatment of the disease and this cost increases in the case of disease progression and lead to a lot of complications such as kidney failure where the dialysis itself costs a lot from the overall state’s budget.

And, According to World Health Organization there are more than one million people in this world who are suffering from diabetes. Diabetes is the endocrine disease across all population and age groups and it is seventh leading cause of death according to U.S. death certificates and, it is the major cause for heart stroke, kidney failure, non-traumatic lower-limb amputations and blindness.

One of the main goals of this research is to help in an early detection and prediction of the disease which will return benefits from many aspects Such as will save many of people’s lives Besides doctor’s experience and knowledge using business intelligence and data mining will allow a rapidly detection and prediction process, save time and enhance hospital reputation.

The Diabetes is one of fatal, metabolic and costly disease that increases blood sugar level. It is not only a disease but also responsible of occurring different Kinds of diseases like heart attack, blindness, kidney diseases etc. If diabetes goes out of controlled, then it increases blood glucose level more than 200mg/dL which leads to micro and macro vascular disease complications. [13,17] The phenomenon of diabetes increased in recent years for many reasons, especially among the segments of small ages and it portends a serious dangerous to health of the youth Because of the wrong food habits and lack of exercise. And According to the International Diabetes Federation the estimated number of people with diabetes has jumped from 30 million in 1985 to 150 million in 2000 and then to 246 million in 2007, It expects this number to hit 380 million by 2025.

The aim of the research focused on the healthcare Environment where the operations grow bigger and become more complex and using huge amount of data so it’s difficult to find hidden information and major challenges are how to;

- Extract useful information from huge amount of data such as from the electronic health record-diabetes patient record.
- Predict the possible diseases that could infect any patient and how to overcome this rapidly.
- Enhance patient’s health care system.
- Detect the complications of a certain disease.
- Reduce the State’s budget for the dialysis cases where an important reason for the kidney’s failure is the diabetes.

Using Business Intelligence and Data mining tools provide framework to allow;

- Early detection of diabetes mellitus and if it affects the kidney or not
- Rapid and accurate diagnosing system
- Identify the corresponding treatments that will not affect the patient by any other disease.

IV. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The research motivation and its objective will be defined through the proposed framework where it shows all the sequence of operations that will be done, starting from entering the data which assumed to be from the Electronic health record into the steps of (Pre-Processing- Loading- Processing), after this steps the data finally will be visualized in a form that could help to make the right decision at the right time and help to achieve our objectives which briefly constituted;

- Detecting & predicting diseases.

How the integration of DM techniques could help in making accurate decisions in a timely manner.

How the implementation of the previous two objectives could help in reducing the costs of treatments from the overall budget and save people’s lives.
V. THE FRAMEWORK MECHANISM

The framework is divided into three phases which are input, processing and output phases. The description of the framework are as follows;

Phase1: Input

In this research, the corresponding users are the patients where the data sources mainly extracted from Patient Electronic Health Record where it come basically from either internal source such as the patient historical medical records or external source such as: laboratory tests result, radiology data .... etc.

Then the data enter another level which the preprocessing is where data is transformed and cleaned in a way that enable it to be correctly loaded into the data warehouse repositories.

Phase2: Processing

After the data loaded into repositories then it can be retrieved for processing and this process can be done either through OLAP “where the data have viewed in a summarized way for reporting and analysis” or through the Data Mining techniques and in our research we will focus on this technique where “hidden information discovered from the dataset” by using data mining tools we can make prediction through the DM classification model and detection through DM clustering and association model the algorithms used in each model will be discussed later after analysis.

Phase3: Output

The output from the framework can be viewed as the way the result can be visualized to the decision makers who are the practitioners in a form of Dashboards, KPI or Reports and allow them to make the right decision at the right time.

VI. CONCLUSION

Because of the increasing rate of diseases in Egypt and this constitutes a major threat to youth and the upcoming generations.

So the research tackles the necessity of having a framework that could detect and predict any disease as well as visualize it through the business intelligence application. In other words the research attempt to employ Data mining techniques to early detect diabetes or any other disease and predict the disease’s complications and finally display this results in a form which assumed that could help practitioners to make the right decisions at the right time as well as it will save many of people’s life and a lot of state’s budget.

This research shows the utilization of Patient EHR through the Business intelligence application could provide the needed results to make the right decision at the right time.

Identify how the integration of the three rules data mining techniques could obtain the desired detection and prediction results in an efficient time manner & help practitioner to make the right decision at the right time which will save patient’s lives.

This research shows how the early detection and prediction framework can reduce morbidity & mortality, therefore the overall costs of treatments and budget of the healthcare sector will be reduced.
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